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Abstract

As a part of Croatian Nuclear Society Young
Generation Network efforts in improving relations with
the general public, a survey on nuclear energy issues
among a student population (18-22 years old) has been
planned. The survey, although somewhat modified, is
based on a similar one that has been conducted at high
schools as a part of organized educational program by
the Museum of Technical Sciences and Hrvatska
Elektroprivreda.

Methods

One of the ways that we can measure public
opinion concerning different energy sources is by polls.
Two faculties of University of Zagreb are included in
this project: Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing and Faculty of Medicine. The total number
of students undertaking this public opinion poll is
estimated to be around 1000. After the gathering of
all completed forms, statistical analysis will be
performed.

Resul ts

Brief result analyses pointed out that most of the
questioned individuals are in favor of nuclear power
plants, but against the radioactive waste repositories.
They are all aware of the fact that Croatia does not
have enough of its own energy sources, but most of
them are against coal, oil, or gas powered plants. The
survey is still underway, so we can include as many
students as possible and at the same time raise the
credibility of obtained data.

Discussion

The survey questions cover several different fields,
all with a connection to nuclear issues. Among them
are:

• present and future energy resources

• acceptability of different fuel type power plants

• environmental protection and global warming

• radioactivity

• waste issues

• reliable information sources

Such a wide range of subjects has been chosen in
order to illustrate which one(s) cause(s) the most public
concern and require(s) further efforts in presenting the
problem to the general public. Since the survey is
conceived as a general guidance to future actions of
Young Generation Network, the results will offer a clear
picture of current public opinion and mark a good
starting point. It will also be interesting to see the
difference between the way of thinking among the
students from two different faculties.

Conclusions

Preliminary results show a positive altitude among
the student population when it comes to nuclear power
plants. As it can be seen from the obtained data
(preliminary analysis), this opinion is mostly built on
student awareness of nuclear power plants as a clean
energy source.
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